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That’s why, even though we’re told
constantly that we should diligently
maintain a working backup recovery
system because all our company’s
data could be lost in an instant, we
tend to brush off the advice.
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Yet disasters do happen when you least expect them, and they can
happen to anyone. So to illustrate the importance of staying on top of
your data recovery system, here are two tales of “data gone wrong.”
After all, there’s nothing quite like a good horror story to inspire action!
Toy Story 2: Gone!
One morning in 1998, the animators at Pixar Studios working on Toy
Story 2 noticed that Woody’s hat started disappearing. Then his boots…
Then all of Woody – gone! Other characters started disappearing too.
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Worried about replacing
your aging phone system?
Our partnership with Nextiva provides a
concierge level of service and we will walk
you through the process step by step! Call
us today to schedule a consultation with
our in-house expert.

A rogue command in their system had started wiping out data. No
problem, the team thought, as they pulled out the backups.
Unfortunately, the backups were bad and only had data from 10
months ago.
Continued…

Client Spotlight

Crofton Industries began as a commercial diving company in 1949.
It was founded by Juan Crofton and quickly developed a
reputation for integrity and excellent service. By 1983, all four of
Juan’s children were working in the family business. For over 65
years, the company has continued to grow and evolve by
expanding its capabilities to better accommodate customer needs.
Today, Crofton offers a diversified and complimentary group of services including marine construction, crane rental & rigging,
barge & tug services, engineering, and specialized hauling—in addition to its original commercial diving division. Each service
division accommodates customers’ needs independently and when advantageous, multiple divisions collaborate with one
another so that the economic benefits of in-house resources are passed along to the customer. The Crofton approach to unique
projects is based on real world experience. Regardless of the size or scope, projects are conducted with the highest levels of
engineering, innovation, and professionalism. Crofton is proud to still be a family owned and operated business and serves as an
employer to over 130 individuals including many third generation family members.
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Continued…

Luckily, one of the project leaders who’d just had a baby had recently asked to have a copy of the film
installed at her house. So they drove to her house and escorted her computer back to the studios “like an
Egyptian Pharoah.” And as we now know, Toy Story 2 was saved.
Moral: It’s not enough to simply run backups. You need to periodically check to make sure the data is actually
getting backed up and nothing is corrupted.
Why MegaPetCo Closed Their Doors
The fast-growing set of chain stores MegaPetCo had refused to upgrade their IT system to one that could
handle their needs. One day a systems developer accidentally programmed a query that wiped out their entire
database. All of a sudden, operations ground to a halt; from sales to payroll to purchasing and reporting,
everything had been tied into that one database. There was no backup.
They tried to sue their ISP, but between recommendations to upgrade and failure to do so, the lawsuit was
dropped. Three months later, MegaPetCo filed for bankruptcy.
Moral: Backups may seem like a low priority, or even an unnecessary expense. Yet surely there is data that if
lost would cost your company dearly. And when you compare the cost of replacement to the relatively minor
expense of keeping good backups, the choice is clear.
Why Take A Chance That Your Backups Are Safe? Our FREE Data Recovery Audit Will Help You Know
For Sure!
The effects of a data disaster run the gamut from minor annoyance to a death knell for the organization it
happens to. We don’t want that for you. That’s why until September 1 we’re offering our complete audit,
normally valued at $297, free to companies here in the Hampton Roads area.
At no charge, our data security specialist will come on-site and audit your current data backup and security
procedures and determine whether your current system can guarantee you a fast, safe and full recovery of
your data.
Depending on what we find, we’ll either give you a clean bill of health or reveal gaps in your data backup
system that could prove catastrophic. Then, if appropriate, we’ll provide you with an action plan for further
securing your data with our Backup Service Plan.
Call 757-499-6761 TODAY and let’s make sure your company isn’t betting the farm on a flawed recovery
system.

Employee Spotlight
Alaina Mitchell, Help Desk Analyst
Alaina holds a BS in Information Security with a concentration in
Network Security from ECPI University. She is a Navy Veteran
and her husband is active duty. When she’s not working, she
enjoys spending time with their two daughters. As a family, they
enjoy the outdoors and visiting historical sites.
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5 Ways To Build Raving Fans
Marketing is about connecting with consumers.
Great marketing, though, is about transforming those consumers into fans, raving fans – people
who feel loyalty, and feel invested in your business and its success. Here are some creative ways to
start converting your customers into your biggest fans.
1. Have your clients do some of the work.
This isn’t about being lazy; it’s about involving your clients in a memorable experience. Build-A-Bear is
the perfect example of this technique. Children receive many stuffed animals over the course of their
childhoods, but none so special as the bear they build themselves, selecting the fabric and components.
The consumer’s investment in the experience cultivates loyalty, and their unique experience can’t be
duplicated anywhere else. Offer your clients a way to personalize their experience with you.

A Great Night’s
Sleep In The
Palm Of Your
Hand
The techno-geeks over at
Hello Inc. have just released
Sense, a device that helps
you wake up feeling great. A
tad smaller than a baseball,
this little sphere sits on
your nightstand next to
your bed and monitors
conditions in your room
while you sleep. Things like
temperature, humidity,
light and sound in your
bedroom are tracked, along
with your body’s slightest
movements as you sleep. It
pairs with your smartphone
so you can see patterns and
change conditions in your
room to get the best night’s
sleep possible. Sense can
play any number of
soothing sounds to help you
drift off to sleep. Then,
when it’s time to rise and
shine, it gently wakes you
up at the best time in your
sleep cycle. It’s priced at
$129, and you can find it at
hello.is and other online
retailers.

2. Reject clients.
It’s human nature to want what you’ve been told you can’t have. The more limited an item or service is,
the more we value it, and if your customers feel like they have achieved something by managing to get
your attention, or having earned the privilege of spending money with you, they’ll give you a lifetime of
loyalty. As long as your product meets or exceeds expectations, then making it clear that you’re selective
about who you do business with will make you more appealing.
3. Deny your own existence.
Though now a much more public item, the American Express Black Card was long the subject of curiosity.
The company refused to confirm its existence or answer any questions about what the card might offer.
Now customers beg for an invitation to the Black Card, despite the ridiculously high annual fee. Think
about it… Customers clamoring to spend money with you? Cultivate mystery and clients will seek you
out.
4. Encourage tattoos.
Extreme? Maybe. Effective? Absolutely! Not only are folks who get logos tattooed on themselves acting
as walking advertisements, they’re also absolutely certain to be loyal customers. Encourage tattoos by
creating a cool logo and cultivating a reputation that’s unique and appealing. Is this practical? Two
words: Harley-Davidson. For folks with Harley tattoos, the brand isn’t just a commodity; it’s a lifestyle.
5. Create your version of boot camp.
Organizations like fraternities or the military create cohesion and loyalty by putting new recruits through
tests and challenges. Let your customers know that your business runs differently than others, that you
will require work and dedication from them. They will realize they’re part of a special group, and they’ll
feel invested in promoting your services. Providing code words and emblems of membership makes
customers feel like they’re one of the elite, special few who have made it through boot camp.

It’s no secret that marketing today is radically different than it was even ten years ago. We have to
work harder to promote our brands, but the potential upside is huge, because devoted, raving fans
will take up your banner and do some of the work for you. Creating and nurturing these fans will
reward your efforts for years to come.

Want To Win A $25 Gift Card?
Ready to Play?
Here’s this month’s question:
At what temperature are Fahrenheit and Celsius the same?
a) 92
b) 0
c) -40
d) 50
E-mail Kirsten (kirsten@360itpartners.com) right now with your name,
company, and answer!
She will put all the correct answers in a hat and draw the winner at the end of
each month.
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Imagine owning the domain rights to Google.com – even for just 60 seconds…
When Babson College MBA student Sanmay Ved happened to notice the google.com domain up for sale, he
figured why not go ahead and try to buy it. To his huge surprise, the sale actually went through! He had just
purchased google.com for the princely sum of $12. It didn’t take Google long to become aware that
something had gone horribly wrong – less than 60 seconds, in fact. They fired off an e-mail to Sanmay,
telling him they’d cancelled his order and refunded his $12. As an afterthought, Google sent Sanmay a little
spiff for his cooperation: $6,000.13, to be exact. If you squint, you might see that the number spells “Google.”
-DigitalTrends.com

Is the IoT a "Clear And Present Danger"?
According to a U.S. government report, the “Internet of Things” could deliver a disabling global attack. With
smart cars, smart homes and new apps that reach into every nook and cranny of our personal lives, the IoT
poses greater risks to our safety than ever before. And revealing more about your life than a novelist, it takes
the invasion of privacy to new heights. True, it may help folks live longer, healthier lives. And it may boost
food production. Or even improve job and lifestyle options for some. Yet the question isn't whether it’s good
or not … it's how do we deal with it? One thing is for sure: good or bad, buckle up because here it comes!
-ITworld.com
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